The notion of graph acyclicity has been extended to several notions of hypergraph acyclicity. In increasing order of generality: gamma acyclicity, beta acyclicity, and alpha acyclicity have met a great interest in many fields.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of graph acyclicity has been extended to several "degrees of acyclicity" [Fagin 1983 ] of hypergraphs. One can cite, in increasing order of generality, gamma acyclicity, beta acyclicity, and alpha acyclicity. Each of these notions admits many different characterizations and has found applications in database theory [Beeri et al. 1983 ] (see also Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [1999] , Gottlob et al. [2001 Gottlob et al. [ , 2002 , and Flum et al. [2002] for examples of application of alpha acyclicity in this context), constraint satisfaction problems [Dechter and Pearl 1989; Ordyniak et al. 2013; BraultBaron et al. 2015] , and finite model theory [Bagan et al. 2007; Brault-Baron 2012] , and they are "also of interest from a purely graph-theoretic viewpoint" [Fagin 1983] .
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Main Contribution
This article provides, for each notion, a selected set of characterizations, which includes some new characterizations as well as reformulated known characterizations. In addition, the critical part of the proof of the equivalence between the different characterizations of each notion is dealt with in some new, simplified, and self-contained proof. The respective set of characterizations of each hypergraph acyclicity notion splits into two deeply different kinds of characterizations:
(1) Characterizations by a forbidden substructure (or "cycle") (2) Properties of reducibility to the empty hypergraph through a certain (confluent) reduction process (also called rule-based characterizations, see Duris [2009 Duris [ , 2012 They can be seen as the respective generalizations of the two classical characterizations of an acyclic graph:
(1) The graph does not contain a cycle.
(2) The graph can be reduced to the empty graph by repeatedly removing leaves, that is, vertices that have at most one neighbor.
For both kinds of characterizations, for each notion, several variants are given. We give two characterizations of type (1) for each notion, which we call (1a) (that we take as a definition) and (1b). These must be thought of as, respectively, the lower bound and the upper bound of the known type (1) characterizations for the relation "implies trivially."
In particular, (1a) characterizations trivially subsume their respective (1b) characterizations; for example, characterization (1a) of beta acyclicity, "all its subhypergraphs are both conformal and cycle-free," trivially subsumes characterization (1b) of beta acyclicity, "a hypergraph is beta acyclic if and only if all its subhypergraphs are cyclefree," while the converse is also true but nontrivial. This way, any other known type (1) characterization is trivially subsumed by (1a) and trivially subsumes (1b), and is therefore equivalent with these. The reader is invited to check it, for example, with the new characterization of type (1) of gamma acyclicity in Duris [2012] .
Concerning the characterizations of type (2), we distinguish:
(2a) These are new 1 rule-based characterizations of type (2), where the only reduction rule is defined in terms of what we call alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf removal. They have been designed to be handier to work with than their respective (2b) and (2c) characterizations. (2b) These are usual rule-based characterizations of type (2). (2c) These are common characterizations based on the notion of join tree 2 , a very popular notion: see, for example, Robertson and Seymour [1986] , or the seminal paper of Yannakakis [1981] for databases, or Dechter and Pearl [1989] for constraint satisfaction problems.
The connection of these characterizations with the literature is given in Figure 1 . 1 In the case of beta acyclicity, this is only a different presentation of a known result. 2 At first sight, a characterization in terms of join tree is not given in terms of a reduction process. In a nutshell, the join tree is a concise representation of a reduction process. 
Secondary Contribution
We observe that the different notions exhibit different behaviours w.r.t. usual graph closure properties (i.e., closure under vertex removal, edge removal, and edge contraction, c.f. Figure 2) , and that this difference is often used as a way to show the difference between alpha acyclicity and beta acyclicity, for example. We therefore investigate the question of whether or not some other acyclicity notions share these properties. It turns out that gamma acyclicity, beta acyclicity, alpha acyclicity, and a fourth notion that we call cycle-freeness 3 can be thought of as, respectively, the most restrictive hypergraph acyclicity notion, the most general hypergraph acyclicity notion that is closed under both vertex and edge removal, the most restrictive hypergraph acyclicity notion that is closed under both vertex removal and edge contraction, and the most general hypergraph acyclicity notion that is closed under vertex removal.
This part sheds new light on these acyclicity notions by presenting a unified picture that includes both known and new results.
Organization of this Article
Section 2 introduces the standard, general-purpose definitions (Section 2.1), states the characterizations (Section 2.2, Characterization 2.5), and proves the type (1) equivalences (Section 2.3).
Section 3 introduces the notions of leaves and the related characterizations (2a) (Section 3.1), and establishes the bridge between (1) and (2a) (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The new proofs are discussed where they occur, that is, Section 3.2.
Section 4 introduces the other rule-based characterizations (2b) and (2c) (Section 4.1), and proves their connection to (2a) (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
Section 5 is devoted to contribution about closure properties. 
DEFINITIONS, CHARACTERIZATIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES
In this document, we do not distinguish between isomorphic hypergraphs. Furthermore, we adopt the following typographic conventions:
-Hypergraphs or functions returning hypergraphs are written in calligraphic font, for example, H, G, D(H) (the dual of H). -Sets (or properties) are in uppercase, while elements are in lowercase, for example, a set of vertices S, V(H) the set of vertices of H; by contrast, vertices are always in lowercase, for example, x, y, x 1 , and so forth. An edge is an element of some hypergraph (despite that it is also a set of vertices); therefore, it is written in lowercase; for example, an edge is written e. For example: "the set of vertices S is therefore an edge e of the hypergraph H, that is, S = e ∈ H." -Tuples (ordered sets) are denoted by vectors, that is, v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ).
Standard Definitions
In this subsection, we introduce all general-purpose definitions that are standard unless otherwise mentioned. But first, we discuss the definition of a hypergraph.
Often people define hypergraphs as pairs H = (V, E), with V the set of vertices and E the set of hyperedges, such that the union of edges is contained in V and E does not contain an empty hyperedge (the empty set). Excluding the possibility of having an empty hyperedge is quite natural when studying acyclicity notions: the underlying idea is that the empty hyperedge cannot play a role in a cycle. For the same reason, we have no reason to consider the case where some vertices are contained in no edge. If we exclude this case, we do not need to define V separately: it can be inferred from E; that is, V can be defined as the union of all the edges. That is why we define a hypergraph as a set of nonempty sets.
This way, the dual (see Definition 2.1) of a hypergraph is a hypergraph, which is not the case with the classical definition. This also simplifies the notation and makes some definitions more natural: "we say H 1 is a subhypergraph of H 2 if H 1 ⊆ H 2 ." Definition 2.1 (Hypergraphs and Transformations). A hypergraph is a set of nonempty sets that are called its edges; the set of vertices of a hypergraph H, denoted V(H), is defined as the union of all its edges. The size of a hypergraph H is defined as the sum of the cardinality of its edges, that is, e∈H card e.
A hypergraph H is a subhypergraph (or simply a subset) of a hypergraph H if H ⊆ H; in this case we also say H is obtained from H by removing edges (which may result in removing vertices, by our definition of hypergraph). A hypergraph H is the induced subhypergraph of
in this case we also say H[S] is obtained from H by removing vertices (those in V(H) \S). Note that an induced subhypergraph is not necessarily a subhypergraph, and conversely; this wording is a bit confusing, but is standard. For short, we write
Two edges e and f of a hypergraph are intersecting if we have e f , f e, and e ∩ f = ∅, in other words, if we can find x, y, and z such that {e, f }[{x, y, z}] = {{x, y}, {y, z}}.
The star of the vertex x in the hypergraph H, denoted H(x), is defined as H(x) = {e ∈ H | x ∈ e}. In a hypergraph H, an edge e is a singleton edge 4 if it is of cardinality 1; by analogy, a vertex x is a singleton vertex 4 if its star in H is a singleton; that is, the vertex x is contained in exactly one edge of H.
The dual of a hypergraph H = {e 1 , . . . , e k } on vertices V(H) = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is obtained by identifying vertices with the same star into one vertex and then "exchanging" the role Fig. 3 . Dual and normalization. Let H be defined as earlier. Let a = {r}, b = {r, s}, c = {s, t, u, v, w}, d = {t, u}, e = {v}, f = {x, v, w}, and g = {v, w, y, z}. Then H = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}, H(r) 
and H(y) = H(z) = {g}. Therefore, the second hypergraph is the dual of the first one.
of the vertices and of the edges; see Figure 3 . Formally, the dual of a given hypergraph
The normalization of a hypergraph H is the hypergraph obtained from H by grouping the vertices having the same star into a single vertex. In the literature, this process is also called contracting all modules. Formally, the normalization 5 of a given hypergraph H, denoted N (H), is defined as D(D(H)). As an example, see Figure 3 .
The minimization
, that is to say, the set of edges that are maximal for inclusion.
A hypergraph is a graph if all its edges have cardinality at most two; that is, graphs may contain singleton edges (usually called loops). Notice that applying M to a graph only removes singleton edges.
The following trivial facts will be used extensively: (or, equivalently, if H(x) ∩ H(y) = ∅). The neighborhood of x in H is the set of vertices that are neighbors to x, that is, the set V(H(x)) 6 . A clique of a hypergraph is a nonempty subset of its vertices whose elements are pairwise neighbors. A hypergraph is conformal if each of its cliques is included in an edge (or, equivalently, the maximal cliques of H are the edges of M(H)). With these notations, every set of vertices of size 1 or 2 is a clique and contained in an edge.
A usual graph cycle (of length n) is a graph
A hypergraph H has a cycle if we can find t that is a cycle of H or, equivalently, if we can find S ⊆ V(H) such that H[S] is a usual graph cycle (or, equivalently, M (H[S] ) is a loop-free usual graph cycle). A hypergraph H is cycle-free if it has no cycle; we call this property cycle-freeness. A graph is acyclic if it is cycle-free. A hypergraph H is alpha acyclic if it is both conformal and cycle-free. A hypergraph H is beta acyclic if all its subsets (or its subhypergraphs, see previous definition) are alpha acyclic. A hypergraph H is gamma acyclic if it is beta acyclic and we cannot find x, y, z such that {{x, y}, {y, z}, {x, y, z}} ⊆ H [{x, y, z}] .
It is not hard to see from the definitions that, on graphs, acyclicity, cycle-freeness, alpha acyclicity, beta acyclicity, and gamma acyclicity are equivalent. Examples of acyclic hypergraphs are given in Figure 4 . Notice that all hypergraphs in Figure 3 are gamma acyclic. Definition 2.3 (Closure and Invariance Properties). We say a property P of hypergraphs is closed under (invariant w.r.t, respectively) an operation 7 O when, for all hypergraphs H, and all H obtained from H by the operation O, the following holds:
Remark 2.4. Some facts are easy to derive from the definitions. They will be used extensively and are summed up in Figure 2 .
If a hypergraph H is cycle-free (conformal, alpha acyclic, beta acyclic, gamma acyclic, respectively), then for every S ⊆ V(H), so is H [S] . That is to say cycle-freeness, conformity, alpha acyclicity, beta acyclicity, and gamma acyclicity are closed under taking induced hypergraphs.
A hypergraph H is cycle-free (conformal, alpha acyclic, respectively) if and only if M(H) is. That is to say cycle-freeness, conformity, and alpha acyclicity are invariant w.r.t. the minimization operation M.
If a hypergraph is beta (gamma, respectively) acyclic, then so is every subset (or subhypergraph) of it. That is to say, beta acyclicity and gamma acyclicity are closed under taking a subset (or under edge removal). For example, the gamma triangle, (b) of Figure 4 , is beta acyclic; therefore, all its subsets, including the Berge triangle, (a) of Figure 4 , are beta acyclic. On the contrary, there are alpha acyclic hypergraphs whose subsets are not all alpha acyclic: for example, the beta triangle {{x, y}, {y, z}, {x, z}, {x, y, z}} (see (c) of Figure 4 ) is alpha acyclic, but one of its subset, the triangle {{x, y}, {y, z}, {x, z}} (see (f) of Figure 4 ), is neither conformal nor cycle-free.
Statement of the Characterizations
We give the announced characterizations. Their respective required definitions and proofs are given in the table of Figure 5 ; we recall that their respective connections to the literature can be found in Figure 1 . Notice that the characterization (α1b) can be adapted very easily to fit the notion of N-acyclicity from Otto [2013] :
is either {S\{x} | x ∈ S} or a usual graph cycle.
Beta acyclicity does not seem to admit a simple characterization in terms of join tree, by contrast with alpha and gamma acyclicity. Nonetheless, this is no problem since the characterizations (β1b) (reformulated) and (β2b) are pretty simple and natural.
Remark 2.6. Characterization (β2a) implies that a beta acyclic hypergraph on n vertices has at most 1 2 n(n + 1) edges. Observe that the maximum number of edges is reached in the case of an interval hypergraph, that is, {{x i , . . . , x j } | i ≤ j ≤ n}. By contrast, alpha acyclicity has no bound: for any n, the "complete hypergraph," that is, {e ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | e = ∅}, is alpha acyclic.
Preliminary: Alternative Type 1 Characterizations (1b)
The alternative characterizations (1b) will be handy in many proofs and provide another way to understand the notions. This section proves their equivalence with their respective (1a).
CHARACTERIZATION 2.7 (CONFORMITY). A hypergraph H is conformal if and only if there is no S
⊆ V(H), with card S ≥ 3 such that M(H[S]) = {S\{x} | x ∈ S}.
PROOF. If we can find S with card
If H is not conformal, then we can find a clique K that is not included in any edge, and we assume K is minimal for this property. Suppose K has cardinality 2. The vertices in K are neighbors; therefore, some edge includes them both, a contradiction. So, K has cardinality at least 3. Since K is minimal, any K\{x} with x ∈ K is a clique included in an edge e ∈ H that must not include K; therefore, e ∩ K = K\{x}; finally,
The following alternative characterization of beta acyclicity does not refer to alpha acyclicity (and not even to conformity).
CHARACTERIZATION 2.8 (BETA ACYCLICITY). A hypergraph H is beta acyclic if and only if:
(β1b) Every subset of H is cycle-free. PROOF. If some subset H of a hypergraph H is not cycle-free, then H is not alpha acyclic; therefore, H is not beta acyclic.
Conversely, if H is not beta acyclic, then we can find a subset H ⊆ H that is not alpha acyclic. Suppose H is cycle-free; then H is not conformal. Then, for some S with at least three elements, PROOF. We only prove the nontrivial part of the result; that is to say, if a hypergraph H is cycle-free but not gamma acyclic, then we can find x, y, z such that {{x, y}, {x, z}, {x, y, z}} ⊆ H [{x, y, z}] . Let H be a cycle-free but not gamma acyclic hypergraph. If H is beta acyclic, the result is obvious. It remains to prove that, if H is a cycle-free but not beta acyclic hypergraph, then we can find x, y, z such that {{x, y}, {x, z}, {x, y, z}} ⊆ H [{x, y, z}] .
is not beta acyclic; we assume S minimal for this property. Let H ⊆ H [S] such that H is not cycle-free; we assume H minimal. We can find S such that H [S ] is a usual graph cycle. Assuming S = S contradicts that S is minimal; therefore, H = H [S ] itself is a usual graph cycle. Some edge e ∈ H[S]\H has cardinality at least two; otherwise, H [S] would not be cycle-free. We assume w.l.o.g. that e contains at least the vertex x 1 , and that H is in the form {{x i ,
Assume e = S. Let x i be the vertex of smallest subscript that is not contained in e. Assume i > 2. In this case, (H ∪ {e})[{x i−1 , . . . , x n }] is a graph cycle; therefore, H[{x i−1 , . . . , x n }] is not beta acyclic, which contradicts that S is minimal. Therefore, x 1 is in e but x 2 is not. Now, since e has cardinality 2 at least, it contains another vertex. Let x i be the smallest vertex that is in e. Since e is not an edge of the cycle, i = n. But then, (H ∪ {e})[{x 1 , . . . , x i }] is a graph cycle, and once more we get a contradiction with that S is minimal.
We have proved e = S. Notice that, as a consequence, (
MAIN RESULTS: A BRIDGE BETWEEN TYPE (1) AND TYPE (2) CHARACTERIZATIONS
In Section 3.1, we introduce our notions of leaves and elimination orders and prove the easy part of the equivalence between "being alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic" and "having an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order"; that is, if x is an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf of H, then H is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic if and only if H[\{x}] is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic. Then, in Section 3.2, we prove the hard part of this equivalence by showing that an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic hypergraph has an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf. Finally, in Section 3.3, we show how this leads straightforwardly to the result.
Definitions and Properties of Leaves and Elimination Orders
We introduce the notion of alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaves and the associated notions of alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination orders that are characterizations of type (2), that is, are stated in terms of reducibility to the empty hypergraph through a certain reduction process.
Definition 3.1 (Leaves, Eliminations Orders). A vertex x of H is an alpha leaf if M(H(x)
) has a single edge; that is to say, H(x) has a maximal element for inclusion.
A vertex x of H is a beta leaf (also known as nest point in the literature) if for all e, f in H(x), e ⊆ f or f ⊆ e; that is, H(x) is a string w.r.t. set inclusion.
A vertex x of H is a gamma leaf if it is a beta leaf such that every neighbor of x in H\{e x } is also a beta leaf, where e x is the maximal edge that contains x in H.
We say v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) is an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order of a hypergraph H if v n is an alpha leaf (beta leaf, gamma leaf, respectively) and (v 1 , . . . , v n−1 ) is an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order of H[\{x n }]. The empty tuple is an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order of the empty hypergraph.
Remark 3.2. The notions of alpha and beta leaves can be understood through the neighborhood of a vertex; see Figure 6 . Nevertheless, it is not enough to characterize a gamma leaf: we also have to consider the respective stars of the neighbors of x. We therefore provide another definition of the notion of gamma leaf: -A vertex x is a gamma leaf if and only if it is an alpha leaf; that is, there is an edge e x such that M(H(x)) = {e x }, and no edge of H(x)\{e x } intersects an edge of H. Another way to understand an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf is to understand what it is not. The following facts are easily derived from the definitions: Additionally, observe that a beta leaf x of H is an alpha leaf of every H ⊆ H such that x ∈ V(H ). This is to be put in relation with Lemma 2.8, that is the characterization (β1b) of beta acyclicity that states that a hypergraph is beta acyclic if and only if all its subsets are alpha acyclic.
The following lemma is easy but long to prove formally.
LEMMA 3.3. Let H be a hypergraph having an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf denoted x. Then H is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic if and only if H[\{x}] is.
PROOF. Let H be a hypergraph having an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf called x. We already know, by Remark 2.4, that if H is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic, then so is H [\{x}] .
Assume that x is an alpha leaf and that H[\{x}] is alpha acyclic. Assume H is not conformal. Then, by Lemma 2.7, there is some S ⊆ V(H), of cardinality at least 3, such
is not alpha acyclic; therefore, H is not either, a contradiction. As a consequence, x ∈ S. Since x is an alpha leaf of H, there is an edge of H that includes every neighbor of x (including x itself); this edge therefore includes S, and therefore, S ∈ H[S], a contradiction. We have proved H is conformal. With the same reasoning, we prove H is cycle-free. Assume this is not the case: for some S = {x 1 , . . . ,
∈ S, we have the same contradiction as before, and hence, x ∈ S; let us assume w.l.o.g that x is x 1 . Then, since x is an alpha leaf of H, some edge includes all its neighbors; in particular, it includes both x 2 and x k , which contradicts the fact that they are not neighbors in M(H[S]). We have proved H is alpha acyclic.
Assume that x is a beta leaf, and that H[\{x}] is beta acyclic and that H is not. In this case, thanks to characterization (β1b) of beta acyclicity, we can find H ⊆ H and
is not beta acyclic, a contradiction. Assume w.l.o.g. that x is x 1 . Then there are two incomparable edges of H , which are edges of H, that include x; therefore, x is not a beta leaf of H, a contradiction. We have proved H is beta acyclic.
Assume that x is a gamma leaf, and that H[\{x}] is gamma acyclic. By the previous point, and since a gamma leaf is a beta leaf, we already know that H is beta acyclic. We only have to prove that there are no vertices s, t, u such that {{s, t, u}, {s, t}, {t, u}} ⊆ H [{s, t, u}] . Assume we can find such s, t, u. If x is none of them, then H is not gamma acyclic, a contradiction. If x is t, then x is not a beta leaf, a contradiction. By symmetry, assuming x is s and assuming x is u is the same, we assume x is s. In H, the maximal edge containing x, called e x , includes x, t, and u; there is also an edge e that contains x and t but not u, and an edge f that contains t and u but not x. In H\{e x }, the vertex t is a neighbor of x but is contained in the two incomparable edges e and f ; that is, it is not a beta leaf. This contradicts the fact that x is a gamma leaf.
COROLLARY 3.4. If a hypergraph H has an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order, then it is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic.
PROOF. Using the previous lemma in an induction allows to prove that if a hypergraph H has an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order, then it is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic if and only if so is the empty hypergraph, which is the case.
The Crucial Part of the Proof: Acyclic Hypergraphs Have Leaves
In this subsection, it is proved that an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic hypergraph has alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaves. Brouwer and Kolen [1980] , in order to prove that a beta acyclic (that they call super-balanced) hypergraph has a beta leaf (that they call nest point), proved by induction that a beta acyclic hypergraph with at least two vertices has two different beta leaves.
Here we use a stronger induction hypothesis: an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic hypergraph H with at least two vertices has two different alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaves that are not neighbors in H\{V(H)}. This case where V(H) ∈ H is dealt with separately by trivial lemmas, that is, Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.8, and Lemma 3.10.
This strengthening has two nice side effects. First, the proofs are simplified and selfcontained. For example, Theorem 3.7 has a natural and self-contained proof, contrary to the proof of an equivalent result in Beeri et al. [1983] that relies on the fact that a chordal graph has a simplicial vertex, proved in Golumbic [2004] , for example. The proof of Theorem 3.9 is also improved: it becomes straightforward, contrary to the one in Brouwer and Kolen [1980] , 8 and uses exactly the same argument to prove that (1) there is a beta leaf and (2) there is another one.
The second side effect is that the stronger result that is proved implies a useful property stated by Theorem 3.14.
LEMMA 3.5. A hypergraph H with a full edge, that is, such that V(H) ∈ H, is alpha acyclic and every vertex is an alpha leaf.
The following technical lemma is folklore and can easily be proved from scratch by induction. PROOF. This is proved by total induction on the hypergraph size. The theorem is obvious for the hypergraph of size one, {{x}} since the premise is false. We assume the result holds for every hypergraph of size k < n. Let H be an alpha acyclic hypergraph of size n such that V(H) / ∈ H. If H = M (H), then M (H) is an alpha acyclic hypergraph smaller than H, without a full edge, which has therefore two alpha leaves by induction. These leaves are leaves of H. From now on we assume w.l.o.g. M (H) = H. Now suppose that H has two vertices. By the previous point, it is isomorphic to {{x}, {y}}; therefore, it satisfies the property. From now on, we assume w.l.o.g. that H has at least three vertices.
We will first prove H has an alpha leaf, and then we will prove H has two alpha leaves that are not neighbors. These proofs have been moved in the subsequent paragraphs for the sake of clarity.
Let Us Prove That H Has an Alpha Leaf . Assume H has no alpha leaf, and consider the following set:
We say x is a predecessor of y (y is a successor of x, respectively) if (x, y) ∈ G. Let us prove that every vertex has two predecessors and two successors.
Assume x has n predecessors x 1 , . . . , x n in G. Let us call E the set of neighbors of x in H. For all i, we define E i = E\{x i }. Assume that, for a given i, E i ∪ {x i } is in H. Then E i ∪ {x i } also includes all the neighbors of x in H; therefore, x is a leaf of H, contradictory. We have proved that every E i = e i is in H, and that E / ∈ H. If n ≥ 3, E is a clique: e 1 is a clique and we have to prove that all other vertices are neighbors of x 1 . The edge e 2 proves that all the vertices of e\{x 2 } are neighbors of x 1 . The edge e 3 proves that x 1 and x 2 are neighbors. The set E is a clique that is not included in an edge; therefore, H is not conformal, and hence not alpha acyclic, a contradiction.
We have proved that each vertex has at most two predecessors. We prove it has at least two successors: for every x, H = H [\{x}] either is such that V(H ) ∈ H or not. In the first case, by Lemma 3.5, all vertices (there are at least two, see preliminary) of H are alpha leaves. In the other case, the induction hypothesis gives the result. Consequently, every vertex has exactly two predecessors and two successors. Now we prove that every vertex is in exactly two edges of H that are of cardinality two.
Let x be a vertex, and let y and z be its two predecessors. The vertex x is in the two edges e y and e z , the two edges including, respectively, {x, y} and {y, z} of maximal cardinality. We have e z \{x} ⊆ e y and e y \{x} ⊆ e z . Therefore, we have e y = {y} ∪ e and e z = {z} ∪ e, where e = e y ∩ e z . If there is another edge f containing x, necessarily incomparable with e y and e z , then e = e y \{y} ⊂ f and similarly for z. Then, e y = e ∪ {y}, e z = e ∪ {z}, and f = e ∪ {t, . . .} are pairwise incomparable, and e z and f are in H [\{y}] and are also incomparable; therefore, x is not an alpha leaf of H[\{y}], a contradiction.
Therefore, any vertex x belongs to exactly two edges, each of which contains a predecessor of x. Assume another vertex t is in the intersection of these two edges; then x and t satisfy H(x) = H(t). Let u be a successor of x. Let e u be the maximal edge holding u in H [\{x}] ; it contains every neighbor of u in H except x, and therefore, it contains t; this contradicts H(x) = H(t). Therefore, every vertex belongs to exactly the two edges {x, y} and {x, z}, where y and z are the predecessors of x.
Finally, we have proved that H is a graph where each vertex has exactly two neighbors; by Lemma 3.6, this graph has a cycle; therefore, it cannot be alpha acyclic, a contradiction.
Let Us Prove That H Has Two Alpha Leaves That Are Not Neighbors. We know by the previous point that H has an alpha leaf x. Let e x be the maximal edge of H containing x, and let H = H [\{x}] . We distinguish two cases: either V(H ) ∈ H or not.
Assume V(H ) ∈ H . Since e x = V(H), V(H ) \e x = ∅. Let us take y ∈ V(H ) \e x . In this case, y is an alpha leaf of H that is not a neighbor to x in H, the expected result. Now, assume V(H ) / ∈ H . In this case, by induction, H has two leaves y and z that are not neighbors in H . Since y and z are not neighbors in H , and since e x \{x} = V(H ), one of them is not in e x \{x}, say, y. This vertex y is not a neighbor of x in H; therefore, H(y) = H (y), and hence, y is an alpha leaf of H that is not a neighbor of x.
The following is obvious: PROOF. We proceed by induction on the size of the hypergraph. Assume the result holds for every hypergraph of size less than n. Consider H a beta acyclic hypergraph of size n with two vertices or more. If H = {V(H)}, the result is trivial; from now on we assume this is not the case.
Assume V(H) ∈ H; let H = H\{V(H)}, which is a beta acyclic hypergraph with at least one vertex. If V(H) = V(H ), then by induction it has two beta leaves that are not neighbors in H \{V(H )} = H\{V(H)}; these beta leaves are beta leaves of H by Lemma 3.8, which concludes the case. Otherwise (if V(H ) = V(H)), a vertex x ∈ V(H) \V(H ) only belongs to the edge V(H) ∈ H, and hence it is a beta leaf. Besides, H has at least one vertex; if it has only one, it is obviously a beta leaf; otherwise, by induction, H has beta leaves. In both cases, H has a beta leaf y that is also a beta leaf of H. We have proved that H has two beta leaves x and y that are not neighbors in
H\V(H).
From now on, we assume V(H) / ∈ H. Furthermore, if H only has two vertices, then H is isomorphic to {{x}, {y}}, which satisfies the result. From now on, let us suppose that H has three vertices or more. This concludes the easy preliminary of the proof.
Let us prove the following fact, which is the core of the proof:
Fact. If H has an alpha leaf x (i.e., H(x) has a maximal element e x for set inclusion), then H has a beta leaf that is not a neighbor of x in H\{V(H)}.
Let H = H[\{x}]. Since e x = V(H) (by the previous point), we have e x \{x} = V(H[\{x}]).
The hypergraph H is beta acyclic and therefore, by induction, it has two beta leaves y and z that are not neighbors in H \V(H ), in particular in the edge e x \{x} in H . One of them, say, y, is not in this latter edge, and a fortiori not in the edge e x of H. By the definition of e x , the vertex y is not a neighbor of x in H. Consequently, H(y) = H (y), so the vertex y is a beta leaf of H and is not a neighbor of x in H, and therefore not in H\{V(H)}. We will use this fact twice. The hypergraph H is beta acyclic, and therefore alpha acyclic; therefore, it has an alpha leaf x. By the fact proved earlier, we can find a beta leaf y. This beta leaf is also trivially an alpha leaf, so we can apply the fact once more to y. We get a vertex z that is also a beta leaf, such that y and z are not neighbors in H, which concludes the proof.
LEMMA 3.10. A hypergraph with a full edge is gamma acyclic if and only if it is a set of pairwise nonintersecting edges. In particular, it has only gamma leaves.

PROOF (SKETCH).
We only prove that a gamma acyclic hypergraph with a full edge is a set of pairwise nonintersecting edges. Let H be a gamma acyclic hypergraph such that V(H) ∈ H. Assume H contains two intersecting edges e and f ; that is, e and f are incomparable for set inclusion and such that e∩ f = ∅. Let x ∈ e∩ f , y ∈ e\ f , and z ∈ f \e. The hypergraph H [{x, y, z}] contains {x, y, z}, {x, y}, and {x, z}; therefore, H is not gamma acyclic, a contradiction. We have proved any two edges are nonintersecting.
THEOREM 3.11. A gamma acyclic hypergraph H with at least two vertices has two gamma leaves that are not neighbors in H\{V(H)}.
PROOF. We proceed by induction on the size of the hypergraph. Assume the result holds for every hypergraph of size less than n. Consider H a gamma acyclic hypergraph of size n with two vertices or more. If H = {V(H)}, or if H has two vertices, the result is trivial; from now on we assume this is not the case.
Assume V(H) ∈ H. By the previous lemma, Lemma 3.10, H is a set of pairwise nonintersecting edges and has only gamma leaves. Since H = {V(H)}, the hypergraph H\{V(H)} is not empty; its has vertices. Consider any of them x. It is a beta leaf of H\{V(H)}; therefore, some edge e includes all its neighborhood. Take y ∈ V(H) \e. We have x and y, two gamma leaves of H that are not neighbors in H\{V(H)}. From now on, we assume V(H) / ∈ H. This concludes the preliminary. We prove the following crucial fact:
Fact. If H has a beta leaf x, in particular H(x) has a maximal element e x for set inclusion, then H has a gamma leaf that is not a neighbor of x in H\{V(H)}.
Let H = H [\{x}] . Assume V(H ) ∈ H . In this case (see Lemma 3.10), every vertex of H is a gamma leaf of H , and two edges are either comparable or disjoint. In particular, since e x = V(H) (by the previous point), there is a vertex y such that any neighbor of y is outside e x \{x}; therefore, y is also a gamma leaf of H, not a neighbor of x in H\{V(H)}.
In the other case, since e x = V(H) (by the previous point), we have e x \{x} = V(H[\{x}]). The hypergraph H is gamma acyclic and therefore, by induction, it has two gamma leaves y and z that are not neighbors in H \V(H ), and therefore not neighbors in H , in particular in the edge e x \{x} in H . One of them, say, y, does not belong to this latter edge; we call e y the maximal edge holding y in H . If y is a singleton vertex, then it is a gamma leaf of H; we assume it is not. Let e be the maximal edge holding y in H \{e y }. Assume e ∩ e x = ∅. Then H is not gamma acyclic, a contradiction. Finally, the neighbors of y in H\{e y } are beta leaves of H, and hence y is a gamma leaf of H.
We have proved the fact; we can apply it twice and get the expected result.
Main Result
We prove the main result with an additional characterization that shows that characterization (2a) actually fits the rule-based characterization framework from Duris [2012] and is necessary for the corollary later.
CHARACTERIZATION 3.12 (MAIN RESULT). Let H be a hypergraph. The following assertions are equivalent: (1a) The hypergraph H is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic. (2a) The hypergraph H admits an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order. (2a-bis) Applying alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf removal until there is no alpha
(beta, gamma, respectively) leaf anymore leads to the empty hypergraph.
PROOF. Lemma 3.4 states the (2a)⇒(1a) part; it is obvious that (2a-bis) implies (2a). We prove by induction on the number of vertices that (1a) implies (2a-bis). If a hypergraph has no vertex, then it is the empty hypergraph and the result is trivial.
Let us assume the fact holds for every hypergraph of less than n vertices, and consider H a hypergraph of n vertices.
Assume H is alpha acyclic. If V(H) / ∈ H, Theorem 3.7 asserts that it has alpha leaves. If V(H) ∈ H, then every vertex is an alpha leaf, by Lemma 3.5. Assume H is beta (gamma, respectively) acyclic. If it has a single vertex, then this vertex is a beta (gamma, respectively) leaf. In the other case, Theorem 3.9 (Theorem 3.11, respectively) proves H has beta (gamma, respectively) leaves.
We have proved that if H is alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic; then it has an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf x. By Lemma 3.3, for any alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf y, the hypergraph H[\{y}] is also alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic; using the induction hypothesis concludes. COROLLARY 3.13. Alpha, beta, and gamma acyclicity are polynomial-time decidable.
PROOF. It is easy to see that checking whether a given vertex is an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf is done in polynomial time; therefore, deciding whether a hypergraph has an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaf is also polynomial. As a consequence, so is the following algorithm:
while H has a leaf x :
return true return false
By characterization (2a-bis) of Characterization 3.12, this algorithm decides alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclicity.
Alpha acyclicity is even linear-time decidable by Tarjan and Yannakakis [1984] , and logspace-complete. This latter follows from Gottlob et al. [2001] (alpha acyclicity is in SL), Reingold [2008] (L=SL), and Cook and McKenzie [1987] (graph acyclicity is logspace-hard). We state another consequence of the results of Section 3.2, which illustrates the interest of the strengthening in "an acyclic hypergraph H has two leaves that are not neighbors in H\{V(H)} (see discussion at the beginning of Section 3.2). This result is in the same spirit as the sacred node property in Beeri et al. [1983] . THEOREM 3.14 (SACRED NODE PRINCIPLE). Let H be an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic hypergraph, and let e ∈ H. Then H has an alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) elimination order that removes every vertex "outside" e, that is, in V(H) \e, before removing any vertex of e.
PROOF (SKETCH). Easy by induction.
If e is not a full edge of the alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) acyclic hypergraph H, then H has two alpha (beta, gamma, respectively) leaves that are not neighbors in H\{V(H)}; in particular, one of them is not in e.
Remark 3.15. For the sake of completeness, we could introduce a notion of "pure leaf " and a related notion of "pure elimination order" such that a hypergraph is cyclefree if and only if it has a pure elimination order. It can be done as follows: let H be a hypergraph, and x ∈ V(H) is a pure leaf of H if -we cannot find y and z such that M (H[{x, y, z}]) = {{x, y}, {y, z}, {x, z}}, and -the neighborhood of x in H is a clique of H; that is, for any y and z in VH(x)), some edge e ∈ H satisfies {y, z} ⊆ e.
As we did in Section 3.1, it is easy to prove that if x is a pure leaf of H, then H is cycle-free if and only if H[\{x}] is. It remains to prove that a cycle-free hypergraph has a pure leaf. So, let H be a cycle-free hypergraph. Consider
Obviously, two vertices are neighbors in H if and only if they are neighbors in H . As a consequence, H and H have the same cliques. Now observe that H is alpha acyclic. Therefore, by Theorem 3.7, it has an alpha leaf x. Trivially, the neighborhood of x in H is a clique of H ; hence, the neighborhood of x in H is a clique of H, and since H is cycle-free, x is not in a triangle. We have proved x is a pure leaf of H.
CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS
Here we show how our notions of leaf allow us to prove easily the connection with other known characterizations of alpha and gamma acyclicity. The proofs of this section are not as detailed as the other proofs of this document, because the notions of join tree, for example, are in fact rather heavy to work with.
Definitions and Preliminary Remarks
We define the original GYO nondeterministic algorithm described by Graham [1979] and Yu andÖzsoyoglu [1979] (see also Abiteboul et al. [1995] ex. 5.29, p. 151, and Fagin et al. [1982] ), and the DM reduction from D'Atri and Moscarini [1982] . Remark 4.2. For some of these operations, applying it until it is not possible anymore defines a hypergraph transformation that we have already introduced. For example, applying "included edge removal" of a hypergraph H until it is not possible anymore leads to the hypergraph M(H). Applying "linearization" of a hypergraph H until it is not possible anymore, also known as "contracting all modules" in the literature, leads to a hypergraph that is isomorphic to the normalization of H, denoted N (H) in this document. As a consequence, properties that are invariant w.r.t. M (N , respectively) are also invariant w.r.t. included edge removal (linearization, respectively). Let us prove it briefly: let P be a property such that, for all H, we have P
(H) ⇔ P(M(H)). Let H obtained from H by included edge removal. We have M(H ) = M(H); therefore,
P(H) ⇔ P(M(H)) ⇔ P(M(H )) ⇔ P(H )
. As a corollary, by Remark 2.4, cycle-freeness, conformity, and alpha acyclicity are invariant w.r.t. included edge removal.
We define the notion of join tree (also called junction tree in the literature), a very popular object related to a characterization of type (2c). A join tree can be seen as a condensed representation of a realized GYO elimination process. We also introduce the notion of rooted join tree with disjoint branches from Duris [2009 Duris [ , 2012 . Definition 4.3. A tree is an acyclic graph. 10 A join tree is a tuple (T , L), where T is a tree, and L : V(T ) → H, where H a hypergraph, is a labeling function that satisfies the so-called join property. The join property states that, for all vertices x and y such that L(x) ∩ L(y) = ∅, there is a path from x to y, and each vertex v on the path satisfies
A join tree (T , L) is a join tree of a hypergraph H if the set of images of L is exactly H and L is injective. A hypergraph H has a join tree if there exists a join tree of H.
A rooted join tree with disjoint branches is a rooted join tree (T , L) such that for any vertices of the tree a and b such that a is not an ancestor of b and conversely, L(a) and L(b) are disjoint. Now we are ready to use the results of the previous section to prove the characterizations (2b) and (2c) of alpha and gamma acyclicity, that is, Characterizations 4.4, 4.5, 4.8, and 4.9. First of all, we can keep the same pattern as all the proofs of Section 3.2:
1, easy to prove. If H is obtained from H by applying a step of the reduction process, then H is acyclic if and only if so is H . This is done, for example, in Lemma 4.6. 2, harder to prove. If H is acyclic but not empty, then one step of the reduction process can be applied.
In order to make step 2 of the proof easier, we separate this step into two parts:
2a, already done. If H is acyclic but not empty, then it has a leaf (Section 3.2). 2b, easy to prove. If H has a leaf, then one step of the reduction process can be applied. See, for example, Lemma 4.7.
Finally, these steps leads straightforwardly to the result, for example, Characterization 4.8. Notice that the proof of Characterization 4.4 merges all these steps in a single, short proof.
Other Alpha Acyclicity Characterizations
In this section, we make the connection between alpha elimination order and GYO reduction.
CHARACTERIZATION 4.4. A hypergraph H is alpha acyclic if and only if:
PROOF. Proceed by induction on the hypergraph size. The equivalence is trivial for the empty hypergraph. Assume this holds for every hypergraph of size less than n. Take H of size n.
Assume H is alpha acyclic; therefore, it has an alpha elimination order (α2a), and therefore, it has an alpha leaf x. If x is a singleton vertex, then we can apply singleton vertex removal to H, and by induction H[\{x}] is GYO-reducible. Assume x is not a singleton vertex. As an alpha leaf, x is a singleton vertex in M(H); therefore, H = M(H), and therefore, we can apply included edge removal and get H . Since M(H ) = M(H), we can deduce, by Remark 2.4, that H is acyclic, and GYO-reducible by induction. Now we assume H is GYO-reducible. If the first operation is an included edge removal, then the hypergraph obtained after this step is acyclic by the induction hypothesis, and then, by Remark 2.4 again, so is H. If the first operation is a singleton vertex x removal, then x is a singleton vertex in H, and by induction H[\{x}] is acyclic, and therefore, has an alpha elimination order. Since x is a leaf, H has an elimination order and is therefore acyclic.
The following theorem is very classical. A full proof of it can be found, for example, in Acharya and Las Vergnas [1982] . Alternatively, it can be proved by using the proof strategy that is presented in the previous subsection.
CHARACTERIZATION 4.5 (JOIN TREE). The hypergraph H is alpha acyclic if and only if:
The hypergraph H has a join tree.
Other Gamma Acyclicity Characterizations
LEMMA 4.6. Let H be a hypergraph. For any hypergraph H obtained from H by applying one DM operation, H is gamma acyclic if and only if H is.
PROOF. Notice that Lemma 3.3 already states the result in the case of singleton vertex removal. Proving the result in the cases of singleton edge removal and of linearization is easy and left to the reader; using the characterization (γ 1b) of gamma acyclicity (see Characterization 2.5) makes it easier.
LEMMA 4.7. If a hypergraph has a gamma leaf, then at least one step of the DM reduction process can be performed.
PROOF. We prove the following fact. A gamma leaf of a hypergraph H either:
(1) has a neighbor that is a singleton vertex, (2) has a neighbor in a singleton edge, or (3) has two distinct neighbors x and y such that H(x) = H(y).
Let t be a gamma leaf of H, and assume (1) and (2) are false. We call e t the maximal edge containing t. By definition of a gamma leaf, any neighbor of t in H\{e t } is also a gamma leaf. Let x be, among them, a vertex contained in a maximal number of edges.
Consider the smallest edge e 1 and the biggest edge e 2 = e t containing x. Since hypothesis (1) is false, the edge e 1 cannot hold only x; therefore, e 1 contains at least another vertex we call y. Since hypothesis (2) is false, e 1 = e 2 , and therefore, x and y are neighbors in H\{e 2 }. By definition of a gamma leaf, every neighbor of x in H\{e 2 } is a beta leaf of H; therefore, y is also a beta leaf of H.
Assume some edge e includes x but not y. Since x is a beta leaf, we must have e ⊆ e 1 , which contradicts the definition of e 1 . Assume some edge e includes y but not x. Since y is a beta leaf, we have e ⊆ e 1 . Then y belongs to every edge that includes e 1 and in e, and also belongs to e; therefore, it belongs to more edges than x does, a contradiction.
We have proved that H(x) = H(y), and therefore, the fact is proved. Now we can conclude. Assume that t is a gamma leaf of H. If t has a neighbor that is a singleton vertex, then we can apply singleton vertex removal. If t has a neighbor in a singleton edge, then we can apply singleton edge removal. If t has two distinct neighbors x and y such that H(x) = H(y), we can apply linearization. This concludes the proof.
CHARACTERIZATION 4.8. A hypergraph H is gamma acyclic if and only if:
PROOF. We prove a hypergraph H is DM-reducible if and only if it is gamma acyclic, by induction on the size of H. Let H be a hypergraph of size n.
If H is DM-reducible, we call H the hypergraph obtained after one step of the DMreduction. This hypergraph H is also DM-reducible and hence, by induction, gamma acyclic. By Lemma 4.6, so is H.
If H is gamma acyclic, then it has a gamma leaf. By Lemma 4.7, one of the operations of the DM-reduction-that is, linearization, singleton edge removal, or singleton vertex removal-can be performed; we call H the resulting hypergraph, which is gamma acyclic by Lemma 4.6. By induction, H is DM-reducible, and therefore so is H.
CHARACTERIZATION 4.9. A hypergraph H is gamma acyclic if and only if:
(γ 2c) For any e ∈ H, H has a rooted join tree with disjoint branches whose root is labeled e.
PROOF (SKETCH)
. We can very easily adapt Lemma 4.7 to prove that, if H is a gamma acyclic hypergraph, then we may perform two steps of the DM reduction process on nonneighbor vertices by the "sacred node principle," that is, Theorem 3.14; therefore, we can choose a sequence of DM operations that will preserve a given edge e until there is only e left in H. It will be easy to show how to build a join tree rooted in e with disjoint branches with this DM reduction.
RELEVANCY OF ACYCLICITY NOTIONS
Reasonable Hypergraph Acyclicity Notions
First of all, we introduce a formal criterion that reflects the intuitive idea of "reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion."
Let us start with a counterexample: so far, we did not mention Berge acyclicity. In Fagin's paper, this notion of Berge acyclicity was also discarded, with the argument that the notion was too restrictive. We will give a totally different argument.
Berge acyclicity admits a very natural definition [Berge 1985]: -A hypergraph H is Berge acyclic if the graph G = {{x, e} | e ∈ H and x ∈ e} is acyclic.
For example, the hypergraph H = {{x, y}, {x, y, z}}, which we call "Berge triangle" in Figure 4 , is not Berge acyclic: G = {{x, e}, {y, e}, {x, f }, {y, f }, {z, f }} is not acyclic. Notice that this notion has the very unnatural property that a vertex that is not part of the cycle is responsible for the hypergraph not to be acyclic. Now, if we consider multihypergraphs, that is, hypergraphs where there may be several edges that contain the same set of vertices, then the multihypergraph M = [{x, y}, {x, y}] is not Berge acyclic. We argue that Berge acyclicity is not an actual hypergraph notion, but rather a multihypergraph notion; see the comment after Definition 5.2 and Remark 5.6. Now we introduce a more formal criterion that a "reasonable hypergraph acyclicity property" should satisfy. Intuitively, we would like a multihypergraph notion that ignores the number of copies of the "same edge," or else it would not be an actual hypergraph notion but rather a multihypergraph notion (multigraph or multihypergraph acyclicity notions have interest of their own but are out of the scope of this article). Dually, we also require that it ignores the numbers of copies of the "same vertex," because if two vertices play the same role (have the same star), then either they both belong to a cycle or none of them do. In both cases, removing one of them should not affect whether or not the hypergraph is acyclic.
Definition 5.1. A property is a pure hypergraph property if it is invariant w.r.t. normalization N . That is to say: if H is a hypergraph and x, y ∈ V(H) such that H(x) = H(y), then a pure hypergraph property P should satisfy P(H) ⇔ P (H[\{y}] ). Now, let us discuss what criterion must be satisfied by a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion. Obviously, it should be a pure hypergraph property that coincides with graph acyclicity on graphs. In addition, we observe that acyclicity notions have been introduced in Fagin [1983] using various definitions of cycle. In all cases, a cycle is a tuple (x 1 , e 1 , . . . , x n , e n ) such that x i and x i + 1 belong to e i and x 1 and x n belong to e n , with additional properties of these edges and vertices that depend on the considered notion of cycle. Observe that a singleton vertex or a singleton edge cannot belong to the cycle. We use this as a requirement: the considered property should be definable in terms of cycles that do not depend either on singleton vertices or on singleton edges. Definition 5.2. A property P is a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion if:
(1) it is a pure hypergraph property; (2) for every graph G, P(G) if and only if G is an acyclic graph; (3) the property P is invariant w.r.t. singleton edge addition and deletion; (4) the property P is invariant w.r.t. singleton vertex addition and deletion.
These properties will be referred to as (1), (2), and so forth.
Berge acyclicity is not a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion: it is not a pure hypergraph property, and the condition (4) is not satisfied; the "Berge triangle" gives a counterexample in both cases. Now if we consider multihypergraphs, the condition (4) is satisfied.
The following theorem can be proved easily by checking each of 16 statements (four notions, four properties each). Notice that Lemma 3.3 already establishes that alpha, beta, and gamma acyclicity have property (4). THEOREM 5.3. Alpha, beta, and gamma acyclicity and cycle-freeness are reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notions.
We defined a pure hypergraph property as something that is invariant w.r.t. normalization. Intuitively, in the dual of a normalized hypergraph, two different vertices will give rise to two different edges, and taking the dual twice has no effect. Furthermore, criteria (3) and (4) are dual to each other. This raises the question whether there is some reasonable hypergraph acyclicity property P that is self-dual, that is, P
(H) ⇔ P(D(H)).
The following theorem answers this question. 
PROOF (SKETCH). We prove the following: if D(H)
is beta (gamma, respectively) acyclic, then so is H. Assume H is not beta acyclic. Then we can obtain a usual graph cycle from H by edge and vertex removal. We therefore can obtain the dual of this usual graph cycle from D(H) by vertex and edge removal. This latter hypergraph is also a usual graph cycle. Now we assume H is not gamma acyclic. If it is not beta acyclic, then we have the result by the previous point. In the other case, we can obtain a hypergraph isomorphic to the "gamma triangle," that is, {{x, y}, {y, z}, {x, y, z}} by edge and vertex removal. We therefore can obtain the dual of this "gamma triangle" D(H) by vertex and edge removal. The latter is also isomorphic to its dual.
We know that if D(H) is beta (gamma, respectively) acyclic, then so is H. Since beta and gamma acyclicity are invariant w.r.t. normalization (remember that N (H) =
D(D(H))), we have that H is beta (gamma acyclic, respectively) if and only if D(D(H))
is, which implies D(H) is beta (gamma, respectively) acyclic by the previous point. We have proved H is beta (gamma, respectively) acyclic if and only if D(H) is.
The hypergraph {{x, y}, {y, z}, {x, z}, {x, y, z}} is alpha acyclic (and therefore cyclefree) but its dual, {{e, g, h}, {e, f, h}, { f, g, h}}, is not cycle-free (and therefore not alpha acyclic).
Notice that even graph acyclicity does not have this interesting property of being closed under duality: the dual of {{x, t}, {y, t}, {z, t}} is not a graph.
The reader may already have a look at point (1) of Theorem 5.10 that shows that gamma acyclicity is the most restrictive reasonable acyclicity notion possible.
Desirable Closure Properties of Acyclicity Notions
In the previous subsection, we have introduced a definition of a "reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion." Now, we will define a "good hypergraph acyclicity notion" as a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion that enjoys nice closure properties. This choice leads naturally to the four notions: they could have been discovered this way.
A very well-known notion on graphs is the notion of graph minor (see Diestel [2010] , Berge [1969] , Bondy and Murty [2008] , Chartrand et al. [2010] , and Lovàsz [2006] ); many interesting graph properties are closed under minors, for example, planarity. Now we introduce the operations that define the notion of hypergraph minor reported in Duchet [1995] , which is well quasi-ordering by a result of Robertson and Seymour in 1987 , published much later [Robertson and Seymour 2010] . Intuitively, a "good hypergraph acyclicity notion" should be closed under taking minors. However, closure under minors turns out to be a too strong requirement. Indeed, the following theorem shows that no reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion has this property. Therefore, in order to define what we call a good hypergraph acyclicity notion, we weaken the requirement.
THEOREM 5.7 (LIMITS OF CLOSURE PROPERTIES). A given reasonable hypergraph acyclicity property:
-cannot be closed under edge shrinking, and -cannot be closed under both edge removal and edge contraction.
PROOF. Let P be a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity property. Consider H 1 = {{x, a, b, c}, {y, a, b, c}, {z, a, b, c}} . Let H 2 = N (H 1 ), that is, H 2 = {{x, a}, {y, a}, {z, a}}. By property (2), P(H 2 ) is true; by property (1), therefore, so is P(H 1 ). Now let H 3 = {{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}}. By property (2), P(H 3 ) is false. We can notice that H 3 is obtained from H 1 by edge shrinking, but we have proved P(H 1 ) is true and P(H 3 ) is not; therefore, P is not closed under edge shrinking.
Consider H 1 = {{x}}. By (2), H 1 satisfies P, and therefore, by (1), so does H 2 = {{x, y, z}}. By (3), so does H 3 = {{x, y, z}, {x}, {y}, {z}}. By (1), so does H 4 = {{x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 , z 1 , z 2 }, {x 1 , x 2 }, {y 1 , y 2 }, {z 1 , z 2 }}.
We can obtain H 5 = {{x 1 , y 1 , z 1 }, {x 1 , y 1 }, {y 1 , z 1 }, {z 1 , x 1 }} from H 4 by edge contraction: choose x 2 and y 1 , then y 2 and z 1 , and, finally, z 2 and x 1 . We can obtain H 6 = {{x 1 , y 1 }, {y 1 , z 1 }, {z 1 , x 1 }} from H 4 by edge removal. We have obtained a hypergraph H 6 that does not satisfy P by (2) by edge contraction and edge removal from H 4 that does satisfy P. Therefore, P is not closed under both edge contraction and edge removal.
Definition 5.8 (Good Hypergraph Acyclicity Notion). A good hypergraph acyclicity notion is a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion that is closed under vertex removal and under either edge removal or edge contraction. respectively) is a cycle, a contradiction. From now we assume x i−1 is a neighbor or y and x i+1 is a neighbor of x in H . It is now easy to see that (x 1 . . . , x i−1 , x i = y, x, x i+2 , . . . , x k ) is a cycle of H , which is therefore not cycle-free, which is a contradiction.
PROOF (EASY BUT LONG
We have proved H is cycle-free, so cycle-freeness is closed under edge contraction. Let H be an alpha acyclic hypergraph. Consider H obtained by edge contraction of x and y in the edge e of H, that is, H = {e\{x} ∪ {y} | e ∈ H(x)} ∪ (H\H(x)). By the previous point, H is cycle-free. Assume it is not conformal. Let S such that M(H [S]) = {S\{x} | x ∈ S}. If y / ∈ S, then H[S] is a nonconformal clique, a contradiction. If y ∈ S, then in H = H[S ∪ {x}], every vertex z is a neighbor of x or a neighbor of y. Assume every vertex is a neighbor of both. Then S∪{x} is a clique. If S∪{x} ∈ H , then S ∈ H [S], which is a contradiction.
Then, for any vertex z, z is a neighbor of either x or y but not both. It is easy to see that at least one vertex u (v, respectively) other than y (x, respectively) is a neighbor of x (y, respectively). Then M(H [{x, y, u, v}] ) = {{x, y}, {y, v}, {v, u}, {u, x}}, which is not cycle-free, a contradiction.
We have proved that alpha, beta, and gamma acyclicity and cycle-freeness are good hypergraph acyclicity notions. But is there any other one? For example, can we find a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity property that is, like beta acyclicity, closed under vertex and edge removal, but which is more general? The following theorem answers that no. PROOF OF (1). Let P be a reasonable property, and H a gamma acyclic hypergraph. By Characterization 4.8, H is DM-reducible; that is, we can obtain the empty hypergraph by applying DM operations. Since P is reasonable, P is invariant w.r.t. any of the DM operations, by properties (1), (3), and (4) of reasonable notions. Therefore, we have P(H) if and only if P(∅), which is true by property (2) of reasonable notions. We have proved that gamma acyclicity implies P.
PROOF OF (2). Let P be a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion that is closed under edge removal and vertex removal. Assume P is not a particular case of beta acyclicity; there must therefore be some H such that P(H) but H is not beta acyclic. We can have a usual graph cycle from H be an edge and/or vertex removal; therefore, some usual graph cycle satisfies P, which is therefore not a reasonable acyclicity notion. PROOF OF (3). We already know by Theorem 5.9 that alpha acyclicity is closed under edge contraction. We therefore only have to prove that any alpha acyclic hypergraph can be obtained by edge contraction of some gamma acyclic hypergraph.
Let H be an alpha acyclic hypergraph. Consider a join tree (T , L) of H. For short, we say two edges e and f of H are neighbors in T if the vertices a and b of H labeled, respectively, e and f (i.e., L(a) = e and L(b) = f ) are neighbors in T . We define, for every e ∈ H:
f (e) = x {e, f } i x i ∈ e ∩ f and f neighbour of e in T .
Let H = { f (e) | e ∈ H}. We prove H is gamma acyclic. One way to prove it consists in using Duris' characterization, stated Characterization 2.5: notice H has trivially a join tree with disjoint branches for any root, which establishes the result. Another way to prove it consists in noticing that D(H ) is a usual tree. As a consequence, it is gamma acyclic; therefore, by Theorem 5.4, so is H . We have proved that H is gamma acyclic.
For each x i ∈ V(H), the vertices in the form x {a,b} i are connected by join property, and we proceed to edge contraction of all into a single vertex x i and get the hypergraph H. This concludes the proof. PROOF OF (4). Let P be a reasonable acyclicity notion that is closed under vertex removal, and let H be a hypergraph. Suppose H is not cycle-free. Then we can find S such that H[S] is a usual graph cycle. By property (2), P(H[S]) does not hold; hence, since P is closed under vertex removal, P(H) does not hold. We have proved that a hypergraph satisfies P only if it is cycle-free.
In other words, a good hypergraph acyclicity notion is either between gamma and beta acyclicity or between alpha acyclicity and cycle-freeness; see Figure 7 . In particular, reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notions between beta and alpha acyclicity are, in the best case, closed under vertex removal. Fig. 7 . Classification of good hypergraph acyclicity notions, that is, reasonable acyclicity notions that are closed under vertex removal and either edge deletion or edge contraction. Here α, β, γ , and c-f denote, respectively, alpha acyclicity, beta acyclicity, gamma acyclicity, and cycle-freeness.
Remark 5.11. Duris [2012] introduced an acyclicity notion, namely, the fact of having a rooted join tree with disjoint branches, that has found an application in Capelli et al. [2014] . This notion is a good hypergraph acyclicity notion, which is closed under vertex and edge deletion. Nevertheless, this notion is not self-dual, but its dual is also a good hypergraph acyclicity notion, because of the following easily proved fact:
Fact. For any good hypergraph acyclicity notion P that is between gamma and beta acyclicity, its dual, denoted dual(P) and defined as dual(P)(H) ⇔ P(dual(H)), is also a good hypergraph acyclicity notion.
Let us sum up the conclusions of this section. If a new acyclicity notion were to be introduced (that we expect, at least, that it is a reasonable hypergraph acyclicity notion), it would necessarily be more general than gamma acyclicity. Furthermore, if one wants this notion to be closed under vertex removal, then the notion also has to be a restriction of cycle-freeness. Finally, if one also wants it to be closed under edge removal (edge contraction, respectively), then it has to be a restriction of beta acyclicity (a generalization of alpha acyclicity, respectively).
